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SOUTH CENTRAL FEDERATION OF MINERAL SOCIETIES, INC.
2020 SCFMS OFFICERS
President: Roger Burford
Executive V-P: Jerrold Simpson
Secretary: Elizabeth Burford
Treasurer/Web Master:
Don Shurtz
Exec. Secretary:
Kimberly Brannon
AFMS Endowment Fund Raffle
And Nominating Committee:
Joyce Speed
SCFMS Endowment Fund Com.
Treasurer: Shiara Trumble
Past President: Walter Beneze
For more information or to send
information to the SCFMS or an
officer, please email:

PURPOSE
*To promote popular interest and
education in the various earth sciences, in particular those hobbies
dealing with the art of lapidaries
and the science of minerals, fossils,
as well as their associated fields.
*To cooperate with educational and
scientific institutions or other
groups engaged in increasing
knowledge in the earth sciences.
*To cooperate with or become
members of similar Federations in
the United States and elsewhere.
*To assist in the formation of earth
sciences societies in localities
where public interest justifies their
formation.
E-MAIL ADDRESS
CORRECTION AND CHANGES
It is each members responsibility to
send your email address corrections
to the SCFMS Editor:
Susan Burch,
scfmseditor@yahoo.com

scfmsinformation@gmail.com
NEWSLETTER PUBLISHED
BIMONTHLY
PLEASE KEEP YOUR EMAIL
ADDRESS UP TO DATE CONTACT SUSAN BURCH,
EDITOR, WITH ANY
CHANGES.

DUPLICATION
In most instances material in this
newsletter may be duplicated for
noncommercial purposes providing
full credit is given. There are exceptions, please do not assume permissions. For Commercial use, the
individual author(s) must be contacted for their approval.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR/BEAC:
Susan Burch
scfmseditor@yahoo.com

A NOTE FROM
—THE EDITOR—
THE FINAL
DEADLINE, ETC.
For each newsletter the deadline is
the 20th of the prior month. February-April-June-August-OctoberDecember all provide the deadline
for the following bi-monthly issue.
Although, the Editor may chose to
adjust the deadline due to circumstances.

As a reminder! Shop hints and tips
that are used in this newsletter have
not been evaluated for safety or reliability by myself. Please use caution
and safety when trying out any new
idea. Please, if you have something
urgent give me a call, but send newsletter content via email.
ANNUAL SHOW 2020
The Tri-City Gem & Mineral Society will host the 2020 SCFMS Annual Convention and Meetings in
conjunction with their 51st Annual
show on October 10-11, 2020 in
Temple, TX.
ANNUAL MEETING
October 10, 2020 at 1 p.m. in
Temple, TX
SCFMS WEB-SITE:
WWW.SCFMS.NET
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EDITOR’S NOTES
Susan Burch, SCFMS Editor/BEAC
The world seems to be going crazy right now between
our receiving different information from news outlets
and social media. It may be difficult not to fall into
unreasoning fear. I know this: When this ends, and
hopefully that will be soon—every game will sell out,
every restaurant will have a two-hour wait, every
child will be glad to be back in school, everyone will
love their job, every other house will get TP’ed, and
we’ll all embrace and shake hands while we get dirty
searching for more rocks. That will be a pretty good
day. Don’t forget to wash your paws and take care,
hang in there fellow rockhounds.

Throughout all of last year I attempted to touch base with each of
our editors. (BTW, please update
your info with Linda Simpson for
the Directory) Most editor’s I’ve
spoken with did not have a good
view of their efforts. Was it only false modesty? For
some reason you as editors don’t realize how well you
do. Your position is a voluntary one, however your
devoted time, energy and the newsletter you put out is
a very necessary part of your club.
Not everyone has a background in editing or the English language. That doesn’t mean you can’t do well at
editing a newsletter. A lot of it is having, developing
or even borrowing ideas from others. Spell check and
Grammarly (https://www.grammarly.com/) are your
friends...the rest is supposed to be all fun. Well, except for trying to get content from your members and
officers, LOL.
A few things I’ve found in going over our newsletter
entries that might improve the end product. Little
things like adding a stroke/outline around your photos
to make them stand out is simple. Another is formatting your paragraphs to be justified. Using spell
check, or other writing tools like Grammarly, aid in
the technical aspects. How can you improve your
newsletter if you don’t get feedback?

Rocky Hound-a compilation of Facebook images
put together by Susan Burch

SCFMS Author and Editors’ contest update:
The SCFMS Author and Editors’ contest is well under
way. Soon, the winning entries will be sent off to the
AFMS judges for the national contest’s deadline of
April 1, 2020.
Thank you to the editors who took the time and effort
to share their club member’s and their own work with
the rest of us. I’m hopeful their entries will place well
in the national contest and the ones shared in this
newsletter following our annual show will inspire the
creativity of all the editors in our federation. We all
need encouragement.

That is one of the reasons for entering the author and
editors’ contest along with giving you the credit you
deserve as a contributor to your club. So, what if you
really don’t feel you are contest worthy? Ask another
editor what their opinion of your newsletter is. Most
other editors I feel would be glad to exchange this service with you.
One important thing I wish to impart and for you to
remember is that I’m here as your SCFMS editor and
BEAC. Yes, although I do have a background in English and have been an editor for many years that does
not mean I’m perfect. But, I’m here for YOU! There
have been a few editors to take me up on the offer to
give pointers in improving their newsletters and some
have even entered the contest. Whether or not you
choose to enter, I want you to have the absolute best
newsletter you can have.
Please, please take advantage of my experience.
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Shiara Trumble Receives 2020 Best of Katy Award
Katy Award Program Honors the Achievement

Due to unforeseen events experienced while on his trip to
Tucson, AZ, there was no
President’s Message submitted.
Please, keep our President,
Roger Burford and his wife
Liz in your thoughts as he recovers.

ACHEIVEMENTS OUTSIDE THE HOBBY
One of our members who has donated so much of her
time and energy to make our federation a better one
was awarded a business designation recently. Please,
congratulate her the next time you see her.
It is our pleasure to inform you that Shiara
Trumble has been selected for the 2020 Best
of Katy Awards in the
category of Business Services.
For details and more information please view our
website:
2020 Best of Katy
Awards - Business Services
If you are unable to view the link above, please copy
and paste the following into your web browser:
http://katy.2020TownTop-Notice.org/
sqt967wu_TRUMBLE-SHIARA
Best Regards,
Katy Business Recognition

KATY March 2, 2020 -- Shiara Trumble has been selected for the 2020 Best of Katy Award in the Business Services category by the Katy Award Program.
Each year, the Katy Award Program identifies companies that we believe have achieved exceptional marketing success in their local community and business
category. These are local companies that enhance the
positive image of small business through service to
their customers and our community. These exceptional companies help make the Katy area a great
place to live, work and play.
Various sources of information were gathered and
analyzed to choose the winners in each category. The
2020 Katy Award Program focuses on quality, not
quantity. Winners are determined based on the information gathered both internally by the Katy Award
Program and data provided by third parties.
About Katy Award Program
The Katy Award Program is an annual awards program honoring the achievements and accomplishments of local businesses throughout the Katy area.
Recognition is given to those companies that have
shown the ability to use their best practices and implemented programs to generate competitive advantages
and long-term value.
The Katy Award Program was established to recognize the best of local businesses in our community.
Our organization works exclusively with local business owners, trade groups, professional associations
and other business advertising and marketing groups.
Our mission is to recognize the small business community's contributions to the U.S. economy.
SOURCE: Katy Award Program
CONTACT:
Katy Award Program
Email: PublicRelations@2020towntop-notice.org
URL: http://www.2020towntop-notice.org
Submitted by Don Shurtz, Pleasant Oaks Gem and
Mineral Society.
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FROM SHIRLEY LEESON, ALAA PRESIDENT
ALAA started off 2020 with a BANG!
Thanks to Amy Granat, our Off Road Director, we
were able to have our first teleconference so those unable to be in Quartzsite were able to listen in to the
meeting. This was Friday, January 17, 2020.
We accomplished a number of very important
things… We updated the bylaws regarding our annual
ALAA business meeting. Instead of having it each
year during the national AFMS convention, it will
now be in January at Quartzsite or a place determined
by the ALAA President. We will continue to be at the
national AFMS convention but as an ‘informational’
meeting, acquainting the rockhounds what ALAA is
doing and how they can help.
The 2020 Directors were elected by the general membership present at the meeting. The Directors elected
the 2020 Officers.
Because of health reasons, Jack Johnston, from Utah
asked us to find a replacement.. Doug True of Montana volunteered and was elected by the Directors.
Special thanks to all who attended and those listening
in. It was an awesome meeting.
The 2020 budget was approved. Minutes from previous meetings were approved and location of our annual clean-up was set for Monday, January 21 at Gold
Nugget Off ramp.
The second meeting at the Quartzsite Community
Center on Saturday, January 18, 2020, at 7pm was
NOT as well attended as we would have liked but
Congressman Gosar, who represents Quartzsite, was
delighted with the turnout. He answered our many
questions on public land issues, and updated us on
other areas of concern. He was given a stunning Black
Petrified Wood polished specimen, for his desk and a
Bola of Serpentine from the Paulden, Northern Arizona area by Linda & Marty Dougherty, ALAA members & constituents of the Congressman. The items
were collected with the Coconio Lapidary Club of
Flagstaff, Arizona. Lenora Smith, who had contacted
Congressman Gosar and arranged for the meeting, also
gave him a polished piece of colorful Petrified Wood
from the Holbrook, Arizona area and a wire-wrapped
piece of Polka dot Jasper from her area in Oregon.
I’m excited about this year, I hope you are too. Let’s,
together, get more clubs involved in ALAA… Remember, there is strength in numbers.
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AMERICAN LANDS ACCESS ASSOCIATION
RECREATIONAL ROCKHOUND - BLM
~ PUBLIC LAND CLEAN-UP QUARTZSITE, AZ

Year one - January 29, 2013

Year eight - January 20, 2020

A gathering of
AFMS Recreational
Rockhounds at Gold
Nugget Road,
Quartzsite,
Arizona for the
annual conservation and resto ra tio n
of
Public Lands
by the removal of litter and trash. The Annual event is sponsored
by the American Lands Access Association, Inc
Content on this page including cartoon via ALAA Jan.-March, 2020
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Having Fun: Junior Activities
Jim BraceThompson
AFMS Juniors Program Chair
Host a “Writers’ Workshop” for Your Club Kids
In judging junior entries
in Federation bulletin contests for a good many
years, one thing has become painfully obvious to
me. Fewer and fewer kids
are gracing local club bulletins and newsletters with
their thoughts and creative
articles. For instance, last
year I had just 6 entries to
judge at the AFMS level,
down from only 9 the year
before. I’m talking about junior entries from all across
the seven regional Federations, encompassing something like 600 local clubs and societies. Just 6 entries.
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hands-on writing to a maximum for the period of our 2
-hour session. If kids hit a block, we’ll be right there
to help them through it. Perhaps one child may want
to draw a picture to help jump-start her thoughts. Perhaps another might want to start with an outline or
story board to get going. The most important thing:
getting going and getting words on the page!
Our hope is that by the end of this single session, all
kids will have produced a brief article while having
fun in a group experience. We also hope that we’ll
have a full set of articles that Lynn can then spread out
and publish in the VGMS newsletter throughout the
remainder of the year. We think this will produce immediate concrete results rather than holding a dull and
boring classroom lecture then sending everyone off
with a “homework” assignment and naively expecting
to receive articles in the weeks or months to follow.
Hopefully, the kids will be having so much fun, they
won’t even realize they were actually learning! I’ll
keep you posted with results!
AFMS Newsletter March 2020

In addition, our AFMS Future Rockhounds of America Badge Program offers a Communication badge for
kids who give a brief presentation or show-and-tell at
a club meeting, write a newsletter article or draw a
cartoon, prepare a poster board display, etc. Regrettably, this is one of the least awarded among our 20
badges. What to do? Lynn Varon, newsletter editor for
my own Ventura Gem & Mineral Society, has come
up with a creative idea that we will “road test” this
month at our regularly scheduled gathering of kids enrolled in our VGMS Pebble Pups Program.
A couple of us with writing experience will sit down
with the kids to offer ideas about topics to consider
(your favorite rock, a fun field trip adventure, a visit to
a museum, etc.). We’ll offer very brief pointers on
structuring a basic article and then jump in. The goal
will be to keep the lesson stuff to a minimum and

NEW ALAA RECOMMENDATION TO ALL
AFMS FEDERATIONS &
YOUR SOCIETIES
We are encouraging you to
work closely with your societies to create a display case of
the rocks, gems, minerals and
fossils of the closed collecting
sites in your territory due to
public lands regulation, and to
display the case(s) at your annual shows and conventions, and at the local society shows whenever possible. If every federation would show a representation
of this, it will make a big impression on your members
to become more collectively involved in protecting
your current field trip areas now and for the future.
Take photos of the material along with identifying it
and note where the collecting site was. Include this
information in your federation and society newsletter
issues. ALAA would like to have this information for
it’s database, website and newsletters, and for articles
in the AFMS newsletters. Let’s get Rock’N on this
project so we can keep on Rock’N our collecting sites.
Via ALAA Newsletter Jan.-March, 2020
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12" (30 cm) of light nylon fishing line
Scissors
Ruler, pencil, or single chopstick
Safety Tips
- Ask an adult for help boiling the
water to avoid scalding yourself.
- Avoid getting the alum in your eyes.
If you do, rinse them with cold water.

PROTOCOL
STEP 1: Add 1∕2 cup
(120 ml) of hot water to
a clean jar.
STEP 2: Slowly stir in
the alum with the metal
spoon. Add as much
alum as you can until it
starts to pile up on the
bottom of the jar. This
means your solution is
saturated.
STEP 3: Cover the jar with the paper towel and use
the rubber band to keep it in place. This keeps dust out
of your alum solution and prevents impurities from
wrecking your crystal structure.
STEP 4: Let sit overnight (sixteen hours minimum).

Grow your own perfect alum crystal, ready for
shaping into homemade earrings or bracelets.
MATERIALS








1∕2 cup (120 ml) of very hot water (boiling is okay
but not required)
2 clean, 1 quart (946 ml), narrow- mouth glass
Mason jars
2 1∕2 tablespoons (45 g) of pure alum powder
(potassium aluminum sulfate—you must have the
right kind!)
Metal stirring spoon
Paper towel
Rubber band

STEP 5: Pour the contents of the first jar into the second clean jar, leaving the residue in the first jar. Inspect this residue closely. These are small “seed” crystals that you’re going to need to create a larger crystal,
so make sure they are large enough to work with. If
not, return the solution to the jar and wait another day.
STEP 6: Use the
light nylon fishing
line to tie a knot
around the largest
seed crystal. Do not
damage the crystal.
If it is too small,
return to step 5 and
get a larger seed
crystal to work
with.
Continued on Pg. 8
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The more perfect your seed crystal, the better your end
crystal will look.
STEP 7: Tie the other end of the line around a ruler so
that you can hang the crystal completely in the alum
solution. You can use a pencil or chopstick (or similar)
instead. Do not let the seed crystal touch the sides of
the jar or the bottom of the jar, as this will affect the
crystal’s shape.
STEP 8: Cover the jar
again with your paper
towel and rubber band.
Place in a safe spot, out of
the way where it can grow
for many days.
STEP 9: Wait for at least a
week. The longer you
wait, the larger the crystal
will grow. If you see small
crystals starting to form on
your jar, take out the crystal on the fishing line,
place it back in the cleaned first jar, and pour the alum
solution back in that jar as well (a fine screen might
help). Don’t let any of the small crystals get in, because they will compete with your big crystal for alum
and it won’t grow.

CREATIVE ENRICHMENT
1. Try using thread and growing tiny crystals all along
its length.
2. Try altering the cooling rate by adding ice cubes,
setting the cooling jar in a bath of ice water, or keeping the solution in a saucepan and leaving it on the
stove at a very low heat.
3. You could also grow a crystal without the string,
just by letting it sit in the solution.
4. Try adding some glow-in-the-dark liquid from a
yellow highlighter to your solution to make a crystal that glows under UV light.
Reprinted with permission from Author, Garret Romaine. Please, include the link below.
h t t p s : / / www. am az o n . co m / G ar ret -R o m ai n e/ e/
B0037I87T8
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HELP FOR EDITORS
MARK NELSON, AFMS BEAC
I enjoy talking to editors! They
come from many backgrounds
and share a common bond: they
are giving a lot of their time to
be a major part of the glue that
binds a rock and mineral club
together! I am disappointed
when (rarely) I hear that the
club’s new editor seems to produce a bulletin that is sterile and
uninteresting. It’s my goal, and
that of the AFMS and S.C.R.I.B.E., to help those editors meet the challenges involved in producing an interesting and effective bulletin! Here are things to
keep in mind:
Include current club information
Being informative and relevant is a main reason why a
member should read a bulletin or newsletter. Not all
members can attend every meeting, and they look to
the bulletin to tell them what is going on and upcoming! If your mailed or emailed piece looks like a newsletter, but isn’t full of valuable, interesting, educational content, then it isn’t really a newsletter, is it?
According to the Nielsen Norman Group, a respected
research and consulting firm, more than 40 percent of
users said that each of the following aspects make for
valuable email newsletters:
Club-related news or actions
Items about the hobby
Items about events, deadlines, and other important
dates
Tips, tactics, how-to’s, and tutorials
Federation and AFMS news
Events, dates to remember, and holidays
Interesting facts
Reviews
Photos
Contests/contest winners
Resources
Hobby news: updates, improvements, new
products, awards, volunteer projects, etc.
Infographics
Useful webinars or videos
Testimonials
Recipes
Fan photos
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Keep it brief and to the point
Our average bulletin is 8 pages long. Research has determined that the average person spends 51 seconds
reading a newsletter. By keeping your content scannable with content blocks, brief blurbs, snapshots,
takeaways, or bullet points you will have a better
chance of having your bulletin or newsletter read and
appreciated! Think of it this way: The point of a newsletter isn’t to make a sale; it’s to build a relationship
with your audience, to inform and educate.
Have a compelling opening page
First impressions are important for establishing any
type of relationship, professional or personal. In personal relations, how you introduce yourself to someone can pique or fizzle the listener’s interest in continuing a conversation. The same goes for your newsletter’s subject line or first page. If the first thing your
readers see isn’t compelling, interesting, intriguing, or
thought provoking, your reader may not make it to the
rest of the publication. Make the first page something
special! Use color, photographs and something that
will make the reader want to look further!
It may seem obvious but, if your bulletin is emailed,
state clearly in the “From” section of the email that it
is coming from the club and contains the bulletin!
When crafting your newsletter subject line, avoid using generic lines like: June Newsletter. Instead, consider something related to an article in the publication
like “Oldest known scorpion fossil found in Wisconsin! See page 5 of the bulletin!”
As the website Vertical Response.com notes: Creating
a personable, presentable, and effective email newsletter takes work, but it creates a friendship with your
members that most marketing strategies can’t. Let’s
keep these tips in mind when creating our bulletins!
Do these tips sound familiar? It is very much like
the scoring categories in the AFMS Bulletin Editors
Contest for scoring bulletins. I recommend that all of
us print this scoring sheet and use it to
score our own bulletin!

VIA
AFMS Newsletter March 2020
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BENCH TIPS BY BRAD SMITH
IDENTIFYING UNMARKED SOLDERS
There are plenty of ways to mark your sheet or wire solders, but suppose you forgot to mark
them and have a couple that you can't identify. The answer is to compare the melting temperature of the unknowns with that of a known solder. What I do is take a thick scrap of copper
or nickel and arrange several solders on it. Ideally, I would have a sample of easy, medium and hard known solders surrounding the unknown solder. Then I heat the plate from the bottom and watch the order in which the solders melt.
INEXPENSIVE ELECTRIC WAX PEN
You can make your own wax pen from a small soldering iron plugged into a light dimmer switch for heat control.
Both components are easily found at a big hardware store or at Harbor Freight. As an example of the components,
see items # 43060 and # 47887
File the tip of the soldering iron into the shape you prefer or even better get a soldering iron with replaceable tips.
Then you can make several tip shapes for different tasks. Set the dimmer control just hot enough to melt the wax
without producing any smoke.
Continued on Pg. 11
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Continued from Pg. 12
A tip design that I find ideal for some work is a length
of small gauge wire that lets me reach in around the
model to melt some wax. The wire is 18ga and about
15mm long. I use Sterling wire to conduct heat easily
to the tip, and I silver solder it into a hole on the end
of a copper or brass rod that fits into the soldering
iron.
PROBLEMS WITH SMALL DRILLS
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Second,
you
may have trouble
matching
the shape and
size of the stone
with the shape
and size of the
bezel cup. Purchased cups can
only be found
in a limited number of standard sizes. You may have
to adjust your choice of gemstone to match the cup.
The other consideration is that pre-made cups often
have fairly low side walls. While these are fine for low
-dome stones, they're not dependable for stones with
steep side walls.
Lastly before setting, check the fit of your gemstone in
the cup, particularly around the bottom. The bottom
corners of a stamped cup are much more rounded than
a bezel you would fabricate yourself. This causes a
problem with stones that have a sharp edge around the
bottom. Burnishing the bezel over one of these stones
will place a lot of stress on the stone and may cause it
to crack. To avoid this, I round off the bottom edge of
the stone with a diamond file (or use sandpaper on soft
stones).

Drilling small holes can be a problem. With drills that
are less than 1 mm (18 gauge or .040 inches), some
chucks will not tighten down well enough to hold the
drill securely.
The problem is easily solved in either of two ways with a chuck adapter or by buying your small drills
with a 3/32 inch shank size. Either way you have a
large shank to be gripped in your drill press, Foredom
or Dremel, so changing bits is fast and easy.
PRE-MADE BEZEL CUPS
As a general rule of thumb I assume it's going to take
me 15 - 20 minutes to make a bezel for an ordinary
cabochon, so for some projects buying pre-made cups
can save a lot of time. But if you go this route, keep in
mind three things.
First, try to get cups made from fine silver, not sterling. Fine silver is softer and burnishes over the stone
more easily.

Discover New Jewelry Skills With Brad's "How To
Do It" Books http://amazon.com/author/
bradfordsmith
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2020 SCFMS
ORGANIZATIONAL SHOWS
DUE TO COVID-19 CONCERNS
PLEASE, CHECK WITH EACH
CLUB TO MAKE SURE THEIR
EVENTS ARE STILL ON SCHEDULE.

April 11-12, 2020
ABILENE, TEXAS: Annual show; Central
Texas Gem & Mineral Society; Abilene Convention Center, 1100 North 6th Street and Pine;

May 23-24, 2020
FORT WORTH, TEXAS: Annual show; Fort
Worth Gem and Mineral Club; Will Rogers Memorial Center, 3401 Lancaster

May 30-31, 2020
LUBBOCK, TEXAS: Annual show; Lubbock
Gem and Mineral Society; Lubbock Memorial
Civic Center, 1501 Mac Davis Lane

MAY-JUNE
NEWSLETTER
DEADLINE
APRIL 20, 2020

Please keep the editor and
Linda Simpson up to date
on your show information.
The clubs/dates without new
officer forms are marked
with an **. For those, I put
the 2020 dates that correspond for the same weekend as last year.
Cities in parenthesis are
from the mailing address
listed under the club name
in the directory.
Linda Simpson

For helping make this issue possible…
Don Shurtz
Shirley Leeson
Jim Brace-Thompson
Garret Romaine
Mark Nelson
Brad Smith

